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Woodshop ideas for beginners

Home Skills Woodworking Want to Build Something New? Check out these attractive and useful designs that you can build! The best part is that they don't require a full workshop and years of joinery experience, just a few common tools and some old-fashioned elbow greases. 1/20 HandymanSlice family,
dice and serve in style on this easy and attractive board. Let's show a simple way to fit the parts, scribe the bow and paste it all together. We used a 6-feet steel ruler to scribe the arches, but a parameter or any thin board would also work. Find complete instructions on this joinery craft project here. Be
sure to use water resistant wood glue, and keep your board out of the dishwasher or it may collapse. And one more thing: keep the boards as uniform as possible during the glue to minimize sanding later. For great tips on how to paste wood, check out this collection. 2/20 Handyman FamilyCompild this
handy stool in an hour and park it in your closet. You can also use it as a step to get to the high shelf. To make the storage shelves, all you need is a 4-foot x 4-foot 3/4-in sheet. plywood, wood glue and a handful of 8D finishing nails. Cut the plywood parts according to the illustration. Spread wood glue on
the joints and then nail them with 8d nails. First, Nail through the back sides. Then nail through the top to the sides and back. Finally, mark the location of the two shelves and nail the sides to the shelves. Don't you have plenty of room? Build these super simple wall-mounted shoe organizers! 4/20 Family
Handyman Store shoes on the floor in clean and natural wooden racks. This simple storage system can handle everything from winter boots to summer sandals, no mud buildup or scratch marks on the wall. Build one to share or one for each family member! Find complete instructions on how to do it here.
For wet shoes and boots, we recommend this attractive and simple to make tray. 5/20 Family HandymanNeed extra seats in a hurry? This simple bench, based on the classic design of author and ecologist Aldo Leopold, can be built in a few hours, even if you are a novice joiner. All you need is two boards
and 18 screws, for a cost of less than $25. You'll find the simple instructions on how to do it here. Have you ever wondered if you can stain pressure treated wood? The answer is, yes. Here's how! 6/20 Family HandymanGive your back and knees a break with this portable, easy to build
seat/stepbench/toolbox/work surface. It only takes a few hours to build and you'll find dozens of uses for it. Check out the easy-to-follow instructions here. If you are looking for a bank/bank which is a bit more attractive than this, here's one for you to consider. 7/20 Family HandymanNeed a good way to
archive magazines and other important articles? Build these simple wooden dumpsters and have all your favorites at your fingertips instead of lost in an imposing pile. You can build four four of a sheet of 2 feet x 4 feet of 1/4-in. and two 1x4s of 1x4s in length of 1x4. And cutting wood is easy with a jigsaw
or band saw. 8/20 Family HandymanClear up to the clutter of the entrance with a simple coat and hat rack that you can build in about an hour from a 6 foot 1×4 and coat hooks. Cut the planks to fit in your space, paint them, dress them with different types of hooks to suit your needs, and then screw them
into the wall. Check out the detailed instructions on how to do it here. You'll find hooks in a huge range of styles, colors and prices at hardware stores and online retailers. For inspiration, check out these smart and unusual coat hooks. 9/20 Family HandymanEsto spice rack will keep your 18 favorite
seasonings on alert. It's quick and fun to do and fits inside a standard kitchen cabinet. You will need: A wooden disc of 11-1/2 and a wooden disc of 7-1/4 inches. lazy Susan hardwareFour 1-5/8 in. x 5/8 in. dowels for legsOne 5-1/4 in. x 5/8 in. dowel handleA 1-7/8 in. Forstner bit drillA 5/8-in. shovel or
brad bit drill point A 1-1/2 in. wooden ball or other button. With a pencil and a proser, divide the larger disc into 30-degree wedges to create 12 centerlines for the bottle indentations. Center and plot the smaller disk on top of the larger disk. Then, with a drill press, stick 3/8-in. deep holes in the 12
centerlines with the 1-7/8-in. Forstner bit, spacing them between the outer edge of the disk and the stroke circle. Then divide the smaller disc into 60-degree wedges and drill six more 3/8-inch deep holes with the Forstner drill. Drill four 5/8 inches in diameter, 1/2-in. deep holes in the large disc, within the
circle traced. Then use 5/8-inch dowel centers to transfer the locations from the hole to the bottom of the small disk. Drill four 1/2-inch deep holes at the bottom of the small disc and a 1/2 deep hole in the center of the top for the dowel handle. Glue the dowels to join the discs and glue on the handle. We
drill a wooden ball for a cufflink, but a screwed ceramic button also provides a comfortable and attractive grip. Apply a finish to match your cabinets, then center and screw the lazy susan bearing under the big disc and rotate the bottle. 20/20 Family HandymanAnd your seasonings are stuck in a drawer
with only visible tops, this nifty rack that slides perfectly into the drawer will solve the pantry storage problem. And it only takes an hour to build. Make with 1/4-in pieces. and 1/2-in. Compensated. Or build a two-level spice rack. 20/20 Family Hand A bit of nature indoors with this simple extension-
supported shelf. Find two forked branches of about one diameter, with a relatively straight side that will be aligned on the wall. Find all the simple instructions on how to build this shelf here. And for lots of tips and tips on hanging shelves, check out our guide. 20/12 This beautiful block of knives is quick,
easy, fun to build and includes a 6 inch storage box for a knife sharpener. To build one, you only need one one x 8-in. x 4-ft. wooden board and a 6-in. x 6-1/2-in. 1/4-in piece. plywood to match. Start by cutting a 10-inch length of the board and leaving it aside. Tear the remaining plate from 38 inches to 6
inches wide and cut five saw versts evenly 5/8 in. Cut the grooved plate into four 9-inch pieces and glue them into a block, taking care not to tilt glue on the saw media (you can clean them with a knife before the glue dits). I saw a 15 degree angle at one end and screw the plywood piece under the angular
end of the block. Cut the cover 6-1/2 in. x 3-in. of the remaining plate and cut the remaining part into thick pieces to the sides and end of the box. Glue them around the plywood floor. Cut a rabbet on three sides of the lid so that it fits into the box and drills a 5/8 inch hole for a finger pull. So just add a finish
and you have a beautiful and useful gift. If you don't have time to make a gift this year, consider offering to do something for the person. You could offer to sharpen your knives! 13/20 Family HandymanHere is a great gift idea that will draw raves. The joints for this stool are made accurately in seconds with
a plate articulator, but don't tell your admirers. You will also need a chainsaw to cut the planks and a puzzle to cut the half-circles on the risers. Get the full project instructions here. 14/20 Family HandymanThe space behind a door is a storage location that is often overlooked. Build a set of shallow shelves
and mount it on the wall. The materials cost about $40. Get the drawings of the project here. Locate the stallions. Drill holes and screws on the shelves for pins with 2-1/2 inch wood screws. Place a rubber bumper on the frame to protect the door. Don't have an electronic tracker handy? Learn how to
locate stallions without a stallions finder here. 15/20 To keep your gear from passing by hand but off the feet, make this simple center ironing in a few hours for some small room organization. All you need is a 10-ft. 1×8, a 2-foot piece of 1×6 to the shelves, and a pair of hooks to hang your ironing board.
Cut back, sides, shelves and top. Align the sides and measure from the bottom 2 in., 14-3/4 in. and 27-1/2 to mark the bottom of the shelves. Before assembling the unit, use a puzzle to cut off a 1-in ear. x 1 in. at the bottom of the sides for a decorative touch. Working on one side at a time, glue and nail
the side back. Apply glue and direct three 1-5/8 inch nails on each shelf, connect the other side and place these shelves in place to secure them. Clamps are useful for keeping the unit together You're driving nails. Center the top piece, leaving a two-inch protrusion on both sides, and paste and nail it into
place. Paint or stain the unit, then drill pilot holes in the top face of each side of the unit and screw in the hooks to hold your ironing plate. Mount the shelf on the dry wall using screw wall anchors. 16 / 20 Handyman FamilyThere is one above the shelf in most cabinets. Even though it's a bit hard to reach,
it's a great place to store rarely used items. Make use of this wasted space by adding a second shelf above the existing one. Buy enough material for cabinet shelves to match the length of the existing shelf, plus enough for two end brackets and medium brackets on each bracket. Twelve-inch wide
shelves are available in various lengths and finishes in home centers and loggers. We cut the brackets 16 inches long, but you can put the second shelf any time you like. Screw the end brackets into the walls at each end. Use drywall anchors if you can't hit a stallion. Then mark the position of the middle
brackets on the top and bottom shelves with a square and stick 5/32-in. through the shelves. Drive 1-5/8-in. screws through the shelf to the brackets. You can apply this same concept to garage storage. Here's how to build two-story garage storage shelves here. 17/20 Five plastic containers, six 2x2s and
screws, and an hour of work are all it takes to assemble this space-saving recycling storage rack. Our structure fits into containers that have a top that is 14-1/2 in. x 10 in. and are 15 inches tall. Our containers were made by Rubbermaid.Se you use containers of different size, adjust the distance between
the vegetables so that the 2x2s take the lip of the container. Then adjust the spacing of the horizontal steps for a comfortable fit when the container is at an angle, as shown. Start by cutting the 2x2s in length according to the illustration. Then mark the position of the steps vertically. Drill two 5/32 inch holes
through the verrmos in each crosspiece position. Drill inside and angle the holes inward slightly to prevent the screws from breaking the side of the steps. Trigger 2-1/2 inside. screws through the vertical on the steps. Mount the front and rear frames. Then connect them with the side pieces. Want even
more space in the garage? Check out these DIY garage storage tips. 18/20 Family HandymanHere is a traditional Swedish farm accessory for gunk-laden soles. The dimensions are not critical, but make sure that the edges of the slats are quite sharp - that's what makes the boot scraper work. Cut the
slats to length and cut the triangular openings on the side of a pair of 2x2s. A radial arm saw works well for this, but a table saw or band saw will also make the cut. Cut the 2x2s to length, pre-drill and use galvanized screws to secure the slats underneath. If you prefer a boot cleaner that has brushes,
check out intelligent design. 19/20 Books and binders tend to take up a lot of space in an office and are not always in an easy-to-reach location. Solve this by creating a sliding bookend. For shelf book corral or DVDs that like to roam, cut 3/4-in. thick pieces of wood in squares of 6 in 6-in. x 6-in. Use a
band saw or puzzle to cut a slit along a ledge (with the grain) that is a smidgen wider than the shelf shelf Stop the 3/4 notch inside the other edge. Complete the bookend and slide it onthe shelf. You want to build the shelves too? We have complete plans for beautiful shelves here. 20/20 Transform a
single 1.× 12 long wooden board into some small shelves to organize a desktop or counter. Cut a 21-inch plank to the shelves, tear it in half to make two shelves, and cut 45-degree bilevel ings on the two long front edges with a router or table saw. Bevel the ends of the other board, cut dadoes — grooves
cut into the wood with a router or a table saw with a die blade - in cross terms (cut a die into the scrap and test-adjust the shelves first!). Then cut it into four narrower plates, two in 1-3/8 wide and two in four inside. Finish, then assemble with brass screws and finish the washers for one of these easy wood
designs. For expert advice on how to finish wood, check out this collection of tips. Be sure to check out our Saturday Morning Projects for more inspiration, such as the roller coasters in the video below: Originally published: March 18, 2020
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